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S
So, what is time?

* Time is just one damn thing after 
another.

* Time is nature's way of keeping 
everything from happening at once.

              --- John A. Wheeler

* Past is just a memory. Future is yet to 
happen. Only the Present is real. So, is 
time just an “instant”  that is moving? 



Pre- 1905 days ...... life was simple:

Why?

 

 PHYSICISTS BELIEVED IN GALILIEAN 
RELATIVITY

(  O, space is SPACE and time is TIME, 

  Never the twain shall mix. 

 

                                    -------- Newtyard  Galiling)

 



 From one inertial frame to another:

 # Spatial coordinates transformed, but time did not

 # Simultaniety of events was absolute

 # Lengths, areas, volumes, shapes etc. of physical 
objects did not transform

 # Life-times of radio-active nuclei, amoeba, plants, 
human-beings etc. stayed invariant

 # Span of THIS LECTURE remains 60 min. no 
matter from which frame  you observe



In short, physicists had it easy!

 Came 1905: 

A  26 year old patent clerk entered the scene. 

  Hearing the old poem:

(  O, space is SPACE and time is TIME, 

Never  the twain shall  mix. 

                                    -------- Newtyard  Galiling)

 he quipped: 

 Oh yeah! Their mix is no longer a jinx,

 For,  I have a Minkowskiian quick-fix! 





EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF 
RELATIVITY 

• Every event corresponds to a point in 
space-time. 

• Space and time are just different 
coordinates of the “event”

• Space and time merge together into a 
four-dimensional "world". 





#  Speed of light in vacuum is an invariant. 
Therefore, c is a fundamental constant.

 

# Two events simultaneous in one frame may 
occur at different times in another frame.

 

# The space coordinates and the time 
coordinate get mixed up  by the  Lorentz 
transformations, when one goes from one frame 
to another that is moving with a relative 
velocity. 

 





# No object with a real and positive rest 
mass can move faster than the   speed c= 
3 times 10^10    cm/s.

 

# There cannot be a perfect rigid body. 

 

# Energy is equivalent to inertial mass 
(E=mc^2)



# Time dilation and length 
contraction due to the factor (1-
v^2/c^2)^(1/2)

 

# Time span of THIS TALK 
undergoes a relativistic 
STRETCHING by a factor of 2. 





     Special Relativity                   Galileo’s relativity

 Lorentz gamma factor  = (1 – v^2/c^2)^(-1/2)









Euclidean Geometry:

 

# (length)^2= (sigma)^2 =

 (x1 - x2)^2 + (y1 - y2)^2 + (z1 - z2)^2,

where (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) are the 
coordinates of the two points in 3 D space. 

 

# Length is invariant under translations 
and rotations of 3D coordinate system. 





Special relativity:

# The proper interval between two events is 
defined by

(s1- s2)^2 = c^2 (t1 - t2)^2 - (x1 - x2)^2 - (y1 - 
y2)^2 - (z1 - z2)^2, 

or, -(s1- s2)^2 = - c^2 (t1 - t2)^2 +(x1 - x2)^2 +
(y1 - y2)^2 +(z1 - z2)^2,

where (t1, x1, y1, z1) and (t2, x2, y2, z2) are 
the coordinates of the two events. 



# The proper interval is invariant under Lorentz 
transformations, space-time translations as well as 
rotations in 3D space.

# Note that (s1 - s2)^2 can  be negative for a pair of  
events!  Such events are necessarily causally disconnected.

# If we consider two events separated infinitesimally, (t, x, 
y, z) and (t + dt, x + dx, y + dy, z + dz), then the interval 
becomes

ds^2 = c^2 dt^2 - dx^2 - dy^2 - dz^2. 

            or,         -ds^2=dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2 - c^2 dt^2

This "distance" formula is called the Minkowski line-
element and the corresponding four-dimensional "world" 
is called the Minkowski space-time or just the Minkowski 
space.





Minkowski: "Henceforth space by itself, and time 
by itself are doomed to fade away into mere 
shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will 
preserve an independent reality."

 



Imaginary time?

  Use “i t” instead of “t” !

 -ds^2=dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2 - c^2 dt^2

          =dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2 +  d(i c t)^2

 Graffiti in I.I.Sc., Bangalore (~ 1981):

Person A:   Einstein had an  i  on time.

Person B:       i   c . 

Dd



Einstein's relativistic theory of 
GRAVITATION is based on the 
EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE:

# Inertial Mass = Gravitational Mass       
(Galileo, Eotvos,TIFR-Gauribidnur,....)

# Gravitational force disappears in a frame of 
reference that freely falls in a gravitational field 
(Einstein: “..... happiest day of my life .…”)

# Or, equivalently, in free space (i.e. zero 
gravity condition), one can simulate a 
gravitational field by going to an accelerating 
frame









GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY

     Salient features:

# Gravity is not a force

# The apparent gravitational effects are due to 
Non-Euclidean nature of space-time geometry

# Presence of matter makes the geometry curved

# GRAVITY is equivalent to space-time 
GEOMETRY 





GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY

# Geometry is characterized by 10 functions of space 
and time called the metric tensor  g_ij

# Proper interval, ds^2 = g_ij  dxi dxj,    (i,j summed 
over from 0 to 3) 

  (Special Relativity: ds^2=n_ij dxi dxj)

# x0 is time coordinate, and x1, x2 and x3 are the    
spatial  coordinates

# The metric is determined using the  Einstein 
equation



Consequences of GTR:

# Redshifting of light 
            (Time runs slower in stronger gravity)
# Bending of light           Gravitational  Lensing

# Lense - Thirring Precession       Precession of 
Gyroscopes

# Gravitational Waves    Hulse-Taylor binaries, 
LIGO, LISA

# Blackholes    x-ray sources, supermassive BHs

# Big-bang model

   (Test of Equivalence Principle)











Einstein Equation

T_ij  is the energy-momentum tensor of matter.

Lambda is the Cosmological Constant. 



Coalescing 

Binary neutron

Stars:

Short duration

GRBs ?







             SUPERNOVA EXPLOSION







DUST



DUST

PERFECT FLUID

























Geometry for homogeneous and isotropic space-time:

Geometry around a spherically symmetric mass distribution:











ds^2 = c^2 dt^2 – (dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)  for an empty 
universe. The curvature is zero every where.
                                         BUT
If matter is distributed homogeneously and isotropically:

(1) k=0 (Flat model or Einstein-de Sitter universe)
ds^2=c^2dt^2 – R^2 (dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)   

(2) k= +1  (Closed universe)

(3) k= - 1  (Open universe)
 

  R(t)= Expansion scale factor.







 TIME’s riddle:

# Arrow of time   Entropy, Psychological, …

# Is  “i t” more fundamental than “t”?

# Time machine   Exotic matter with negative 
energy density, wormholes

# Is there a censorship on “closed time-like 
trajectories”?   Chronology Protection surmise

# Time evolution and unitarity   Blackhole 
information puzzle



TIME'S  ARROW:

* For a system in thermodynamic equilibrium, there is 
NO arrow of time

* In the absence of thermodynamic equilibrium, the state 
of the system evolves in time, while entropy keeps 
increasing

* The conjecture that universe was created in a state far 
removed from thermodynamic equilibrium, in a low 
entropy state

* Galaxies, stars, complex structures,........, living systems 
etc. form, as time evolves, to make entropy increase 
globally 













Life would be indefinitely happier if we could 
only be born at the age of eighty and gradually 
approach eighteen.

                                            ----    Mark Twain

















Accelerating Universe:

# In general relativity, pressure of matter is also a 
source of space-time curvature 

# Matter with “weird” equation of state: Quintessence

                    Pressure =  w .  Energy density,

                                 with   w < 0

# Negative pressure leads to repulsive gravity

# For the cosmological constant:

              Pressure =  - Energy density
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